COVID-19 analysis – update nr 5
As per 23 April 2020

Correlation QEs with the S&P 500 Index
-

Analysing the historical correlation between the past QEs and the S&P 500 Index, with
the actual QE4, the S&P 500 Index should rally in the next years to a new all time high at
4’000 points
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Comparison QE4 with historical QEs
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Total G4 central bank asset purchases
-

We are talking about huge increase in Governments debts, which means in the futures:
low interest rates : real returns are turning even negative
- Perpetual
taxations : on income, wealth and corporate taxes targeted at the wealthy
- Higher
- Moderately higher inflation (manipulated?) : inflation over 2% for a couple of years

-

For the investor this means:
cash allocations as also in bonds and Government bonds and investors
- Lower
should not forget: our pension plan is fully invested in such Gov Bonds
bonds?
- Inflation-linked
- Greater focus in equity, Gold, real estates and real assets
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EPS estimations
-

New estimations are narrowing to new 120 USD EPS this year for S&P 500 (from 164 USD
during 2019)
EPS general consensus for 2021: 150 to 173 USD
Translated to the main 4 possible scenarios, those EPS expectations are discounting a V
and U good case economic rebound scenarios and the fair value of the S&P 500 Index
would be around 2’916 points or lower!
S&P 500 Index stands at 2’795 per 22 April 2020
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The main 4 possible scenarios: Best case
-

EPS estimates for 2020 at 147 USD, not even -10% from 2019’ EPS (157USD)
EPS estimates for 2021 & 2022: grow of 18% and 13%
Payout ratio via Dividends and shs-buyback programs would be at the historical average
of 88%
Based on those estimates, the fair value for the S&P 500 Index should be around 3’398
points, which was the high of February 2020.
In our opinion, this scenario is too optimistic. EPS downgrades during 2020 are higher.

-

Source Mr Jurrien Timmer of 6Fidelity

Good case scenario (V rebound)
-

EPS estimates for 2020 at 126 USD, -20% from 2019’ EPS (157USD) = general consensus
EPS estimates for 2021 & 2022: grow of 25% to 157 USD and 7% (=long-term compound
annual growth rate-CAGR-for EPS)
Payout ratio 88%
Based on those estimates, the fair value for the S&P 500 Index should be around 2’916
points
In our opinion, the most probable scenario. This would means, from nowadays the Index
does not have any further potential for this year.
BUT we are of the opinion, the next upside leg of the market going to be driven by the
“underdogs”, therefore we would expect a sector rotation.

-

Source Mr Jurrien Timmer of Fidelity
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Middle case scenario (U rebound)
-

EPS estimates for 2020 at 126 USD, -20% from 2019’ EPS (157 USD)
More moderate recovery for 2021 and 2022: grow of 10% and 7%
The fair value for the S&P 500 Index should be around 2’579 points
Payout 88%

-

We believe the economic rebound during 2021 and 2022 going to be stronger, also taking
into consideration the huge amount of money “pumped” into the system from Central
Banks.

-

Source Mr Jurrien Timmer of Fidelity
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Worst case case (L rebound)
-

EPS estimates for 2020 at 126 USD, -20% from 2019’ EPS (157USD)
More moderate recovery for 2021 and 2022: grow of 7%
And less share buybacks programs: from 81 USD a share to 50 USD, so from 88% to 64%
payout ratio.
The fair value for the S&P 500 Index should be around 1’871 points
We do not believe in such scenario, not only because like in the U case, we expect a
stronger economic rebound during 2021 and 2022, but we expect higher shs-buyback
programs. Analysing the past QEs, we know, companies were buying back stocks for a
total of almost 1 Trio USD on an annual basis. Having a much higher QE4, we expect such
buyback programs to be higher from 2022 on, still ignoring an higher inflation rate, which
is negative for bondholders, but should be positive for equities.

-

Source Mr Jurrien Timmer of Fidelity
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Diverse
-

Airbnb Inc. had raised 1 bio USD in debt and equity securities from Silver Lake and
Sixth Street Partners at a valuation of 18 Bio USD, a drop of almost half since it last
raised funds in 2017. Bargains in VCs? Valuations coming down means opportunities?

-

US Insider buying at record high levels during COVID-19 sell-off in March.

-

German ZEW economic sentiment was surprisingly very strong on the 21 April 2020 at
+28.2% against the forecast -42.3% (was -49.5% at the 17 of March). A level above 0
indicates optimism. ZEW is a survey of about 350 German institutional investors and
analysts.

-

Most of our Best in class Funds are still hedged (Flossbach Multiple opportunities
Fund is still hedged for 40% : net equity exposure 30%, gross equity exposure 72% ,
11% in Gold and still 15% in cash). In addition the Fund is mainly invested in defensive
sectors like Pharmaceutical and Food, which are at the moment at highs and in some
cases even at new highs.

-

The block halving event for Bitcoin is scheduled to take place on May 12. 2020!
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Negative oil future prices
-

Oil is in contango, that means oil Futures with longer maturities have higher prices than the “front
month”
By every monthly maturity, the price of the future has to be readapt, causing losses, if the price of oil is in
contango.
In addition, oil storages are fully loaded because of the special situation COVID19, therefore only a few
counter parties are still able to settle physically the delivery at the maturity of the futures. For the first
time in the history, traders had to pay more than 40 USD to be able to sell oil futures to avoid the final
physical settlement.
The only real ”free lunch” in the oil space at the moment is to rent fully loaded ships of oil, pay the spot
price and contemporaneously sell December oil Futures at much higher prices and let the ship wait for
the settlement out in international waters. It happened twice in the history.
If investors believe in a rebound of the oil price, we advice to buy oil refineries like Royal Dutch, BP or
Total or for more aggressive bets, invest in Occidental Petroleum or Schlumberger.
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Relocating manufacturing or sourcing outside of China
-

During the past years, China already reallocated to Vietnam and neighbourhood like Bangladesh,
Cambogia, etc. because of “cheaper” labor force.
According to a survey of UBS, 83% of supply chain is not considering to relocating manufacturing
outside of China
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Technical analysis
-

Highest short interest since January
2016 during April 2020: additional 68.1
Bio USD during the week of 13 April 2020

-

Clear short bets on travel & tourism
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Technical analysis
-

S&P 500 Index holding at the 4-year 200days moving average and has supportive on balance volume
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Technical analysis
-

S&P 500 Index holding at the 4-year 200days moving average and has supportive on balance volume
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Technical analysis
-

GOLD/Monetary base ratio at lowest levels. Gold has not really reacted at the huge injection of ”fresh”
money yet
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Technical analysis
-

Goldmines have not followed the upside move yet, but are bottoming
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Technical analysis
-

About possible sector rotation during the next rally of markets:
Microsoft, Apple & Amazon market caps are each bigger than the entire heavy industry DAX!
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Sector rotation?
-

As mentioned, most of investors bought equities during the market rebound, but almost
everyone is investing in “stay at home” theme or Pharmaceutical, Food, Diagnostic
companies, E-Sports, Biotech companies with vaccine candidates, clean energy
Most of those theme are at highs, if not new highs.
If an investor believes in a V or U recovery scenario, we believe, the investor should analyse
following sectors:

-

Banks: the heart of the economic rebound. Banks have the full support from Central
Banks in the contrary of 2008 ( Wells Fargo: WFC US?)
Insurances: corrected more than markets, because investors are more worry about the
portfolio stability, rather than claims. We know Central Banks are taking whatever it takes
to stabilize portfolios of pension plans and insurances (AXA? Swiss Re?)
Oil refineries (Royal Dutch, BP, Total or more aggressive bets like OXY US?)
Cement and construction companies (LafargeHolcim or Hochtief?)
Credit cards (Amexco?)
Gastronomy or some retails: delivery to restaurant? Metro (B4B GY), Mediamarkt (CEC
GY)
Transportation: after COVID19 people are going to use more UBER?
VCs space new opportunities? TPVG US?
Swiss watches? Swatch Group (UHR SW) or Richemont (CFR SW)?
We would still avoid tourism, airlines and hotels, even if short interest is huge!?
Many other interesting sectors already rebounded quite strongly , therefore are not in our list
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Disclaimer

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended for information
purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to make any investments. Opinions and
comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to
ensure that other such publications are brought to the attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes
mentioned in this publication may not be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the
objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider the
suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute investment, legal,
accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate for individual circumstances, or
otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial
risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are
obtained from sources believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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